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Tipologia iniziativa Jean Monnet 

Project 

Titolo 

Disseminating Disaster Law for Europe (DILAW4E) 

Codice identificativo 

611982-EPP-1-2019-1-IT-EPPJMO-PROJECT). 

Anno/i finanziamento 

2019 

Ente beneficiario 

Università Roma Tre - Dipartimento di Giurisprudenza 

(eventuali) Partners 

International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies; University of Groningen; 

University College of Cork; Italian Red Cross 

Responsabile 

Giulio Bartolini 

Breve descrizione 

The objectives of the Project Disseminating Disaster Law for Europe (DILAW4E) are to support 

information activities, disseminate knowledge and promote research debate on the crucial 

implications of disaster law for the European, international and national institutions and to assess its 

impact on humanitarian activities of relevant stakeholders. The objectives of the Jean Monnet Project 

Disseminating Disaster Law for Europe (DILAW4E) are to support information activities, 

disseminate knowledge and promote research debate on the crucial implications of disaster law for 

the European, international and national institutions and to assess its impact on humanitarian activities 

of relevant stakeholders. Through significant partnerships and an active involvement of international, 

European and national public/private actors, DILAW4E will foster debate, awareness and outstanding 

researches on a fundamental issue for the EU, also through proposals aimed to enhance the current 
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state of the art and provide better protection for affected communities. Based at Roma Tre University, 

Department of Law, (Prof. Giulio Bartolini (academic coordinator of the Jean Monnet Project), 

DILAW4E also benefits of a tested network of international and national partner organisations with 

an outstanding expertise: European universities with a recognized experience on disaster law (Cork 

and Groningen) and leading international and national stakeholders, namely the International 

Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC) through its Disaster Law Programme, 

and the Italian Red Cross. 

Sito internet 

https://www.dilaw4.eu 

Indirizzo mail del responsabile 

giulio.bartolini@uniroma3.it  
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